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Inclusion in Scopus 
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Congratulations on having your title accepted for coverage by Scopus. 

This letter serves as the official welcome for Journal of Education in Muslim 

Societies and confirms that the title has met the criteria to be accepted into 

Scopus, Elsevier’s expertly curated abstract & citation database. 

Researchers at over 5000 institutions trust the information and data they 

discover with Scopus because the stringent curation policies help to protect 

the integrity of the scholarly record. By accepting your title for coverage, the 

independent Scopus Content Selection and Advisory Board has determined 

that your title meets Scopus’s high standards; and we feel sure you will 

appreciate that continued coverage of your title in Elsevier products does 

depend upon your continued adherence to that commitment. 

On behalf of Jeroen Tettelaar, VP Platform Operations 

Your sincerely,
Jennifer Francis
Senior Publishing Relations Manager - Serial Content
j.m.francis@elsevier.com
On behalf of Jeroen Tettelaar, VP Platform Operations
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The benefit of discoverability 

Being included in our databases means your title will get: 

ꞏ Increased visibility at over 5000 of the world’s top research institutions 

ꞏ A better understanding of how your articles fit into the citation landscape 

How we use your content 

We require access to the full-text of your publication for indexing purposes only (e.g. to capture keywords, 

affiliations and references, etc). We never provide the full text to our users or other third parties. We 

always link users back to your online platform to access the full text or view purchasing information, our 

coverage can therefore contribute to an increase in user traffic to your own platform. 

Content coverage policy 

Elsevier products have adopted formal content selection criteria and coverage by these products confirms 

that your publication is committed to meeting the highest possible publishing standards. Future coverage 

will be based on your continued commitment and adherence to those standards. 




